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A picture of a don. Left: Don (1), Right: Prodrug 5c. Credit: Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
In efforts to develop new treatments for brain cancer, scientists from Johns Hopkins Drug Discovery and the Kimmel
Cancer Center's Bloomberg~Kimmel Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy report they have altered the structure of an
experimental drug that seems to enhance its ability to slip through the mostly impermeable bloodbrain barrier. Results
of their proofofconcept experiments in monkeys, published Aug. 25 in the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, show a
tenfold better delivery of the drug to the brain compared with the rest of animals' bodies.
The scientists began with an experimental anticancer drug cultivated from bacteria found in Peruvian soil more than 70
years ago. Called 6 diazo5oxo L norleucine, or DON, the drug blocks the cellular use of the protein building block
glutamine. On its own, DON has shrunk tumors in clinical trials of people with a variety of advanced cancers, but its
damage to the gastrointestinal system, a glutton for glutamine, ultimately proved too toxic for humans, say the scientists.
"We wondered whether we could make a safer and more tolerable form of DON by enhancing its brain penetration and
limiting its exposure to the rest of the body and, thus, toxicity," says Barbara Slusher, Ph.D., professor of neurology,
medicine, psychiatry, neuroscience and oncology at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and director of
Johns Hopkins Drug Discovery.
Slusher teamed up with Johns Hopkins Kimmel Cancer Center immunologist Jonathan Powell, M.D., Ph.D., who has
studied how cancer cells use different metabolic pathways to evade destruction by immune cells.
"A tumor uses aggressive metabolism to grow, sucking up all the surrounding nutrients, which leads to a very oxygen
poor, acidic environment that is not conducive to cancerkilling immune cells," says Powell, who is an associate director
of the Bloomberg~Kimmel Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy.
Powell suspects that using glutamineblocking drugs to target tumor metabolism could make the environment around a
tumor less harsh, slow down its growth and give the immune system a chance to attack the cancer cells. "The hope is to
enhance certain immunotherapy drugs by adding such glutamine antagonists," says Powell.
To alter DON, Slusher and her drug discovery team designed and synthesized various derivatives, focused on making
the drug more lipid soluble, or lipophillic, a trait known to aid passage through the bloodbrain barrier. Once inside the
brain, the new derivatives are designed to rapidly metabolize back to DON.
They gave DON and an altered derivative, dubbed 5c, intravenously to two monkeys and, 30 minutes later, measured
the amount of the drugs in the monkeys' cerebrospinal fluid and circulating plasma, which is the liquid portion of blood
that remains after blood cells, platelets and other cellular components are removed. The monkey that received DON had
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about seven times less concentration of the drug in its blood than the monkey that received 5c. In the monkey that
received 5c, which converts to DON in the brain, the scientists found 10 times more DON in the cerebrospinal fluid than
the monkey treated with unaltered DON.
"We showed that we can modify these drugs to have further specificity to target the brain and limit toxicity to the rest of
the body," says Slusher. "This strategy can potentially be used to develop tailored drugs for different cancers."
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